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Intersemiotic translation and transformational 
creativity
Daniella Aguiar, Pedro Atã and João Queiroz
In this article we approach a case of intersemiotic translation as a paradigmatic example of Boden’s 
‘transformational creativity’ category. To develop our argument, we consider Boden’s fundamental 
notion of ‘conceptual space’ as a regular pattern of semiotic action, or ‘habit’ (sensu Peirce). We 
exemplify with Gertrude Stein’s intersemiotic translation of Cézanne and Picasso’s proto-cubist and 
cubist paintings. The results of Stein’s IT transform the conceptual space of modern literature, con-
straining it towards new patterns of semiosis. Our association of Boden’s framework to describe a 
cognitive creative phenomenon with a philosophically robust theory of meaning results in a cogni-
tive semiotic account of IT. 
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Introduction
Intersemiotic translation (IT) is a phenomenon of interest in many fields of research such as Com-
parative Literature, Translation Studies, General Semiotics, and Intermedial Studies. It has been called 
adaptation (Clüver 2011), intersemiotic transposition (Clüver 2006), medial transposition (Rajewsky 
2005) and so on. Each term emphasizes a slightly different aspect of the phenomenon. IT was first 
defined by Roman Jakobson (2000 [1959]: 114) as ‘an interpretation of verbal signs by means of 
signs of nonverbal sign systems’. Currently, the term designates relations between systems of differ-
ent natures, and it is not restricted to the interpretation of verbal signs. Consequently, this process is 
observed between several semiotic phenomena, including literature, cinema, comics, poetry, dance, 
music, theater, sculpture, painting, video, and so on.
It is well known that several experimental artists who have creatively transformed their fields 
dedicated themselves to the intersemiotic translation of methods and aesthetic procedures from one 
sign system into another − Gertrude Stein translated Cézanne and Picasso’s proto-cubist and cubist 
approaches into literature; Kandinsky translated Arnold Schoenberg’s methods into painting (Weiss 
1997); Morton Feldman translated abstract expressionism’s formal procedures into music (Kissane 
2010); Paul Klee translated polyphony’s music structures into painting (Verdi 1968); Augusto de Cam-
pos translated Anton Webern and Klangfarbenmelodie models into concrete poetry (Clüver 1981). 
Nevertheless, to consider an IT creative is often a matter of personal taste. In fact, creativity has often 
been associated with mysterious, inexplicable, or vaguely formulated concepts such as appeals to 
‘talent or gift’, ‘subjective expression’, ‘intuition’, ‘inspiration’ or ‘genius’. A common view is that crea-
tivity possesses an unaccountable element of subjectivity and cannot be scientifically explained (see 
Sternberg and Lubart 1999, Magnani 2005).
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Here we approach a case of IT as a paradigmatic example of Boden’s ‘transformational creativity’ cat-
egory: ‘some transformation of one or more of the (relatively fundamental) dimensions defining the con-
ceptual space concerned’ (Boden, 2010: 29). To develop our argument, we consider Boden’s fundamental 
notion of ‘conceptual space’ as a regular pattern of semiotic action, or ‘habit’ (sensu Peirce). For Boden:
A conceptual space is defined by a set of enabling constraints, which make possible the gen-
eration of structures lying within that space […]. If one or more of these constraints is altered 
(or dropped), the space is transformed. Ideas that previously were impossible (relative to the 
original conceptual space) become conceivable. (Boden 1999: 352)
These sets of enabling constraints define ‘structured styles of thought’ such as ‘ways of writing 
prose or poetry; styles of sculpture, painting, or music; theories in chemistry or biology; fashions of 
couture or choreography, nouvelle cuisine and good old meat-and-two-veg’ (Boden 2012: 32). To 
give a more precise philosophical framework to the definition of conceptual space we suggest the 
notion of ‘habit’. Peirce’s notion of habit can be defined as a constraining factor of semiotic behavior 
(see below). In our description, Boden’s ‘set of enabling constraints’ constitutes habits, so that con-
ceptual spaces are defined by habits. We characterize IT as a semiotic process (Aguiar and Queiroz, 
2010, 2013) of communication of habits from one conceptual space to another. In transformational 
IT (ITs involved in transformational creativity) the effect of the communication is the alteration of the 
habits of the target conceptual space.
In the next section we introduce intersemiotic translation and the Peircean notion of habit. Subse-
quently, we relate intersemiotic translation and the transformation of conceptual spaces, following Boden’s 
typology of creativity. In the final section, we examine the case of Gertrude Stein’s intersemiotic translation 
of Cézanne and Picasso’s proto-cubist and cubist painting as a case of transformational creativity. 
Intersemiotic translation as a communication of habits
As we have argued in other works (Queiroz and Aguiar 2015; Aguiar and Queiroz 2013, 2010), 
intersemiotic translation is a semiotic process (semiosis, or sign action). According to Peirce’s model, any 
description of semiosis involves a relational complex constituted by three terms irreducibly connected 
− Sign, Object and Interpretant (S-O-I) (see Bergman and Queiroz 2014). The irreducibility indicates a 
logical property of this complex: the sign process must be regarded as associated to the interpretant, as 
an ongoing process of interpretation (see Hausman 1993: 9), and is not decomposable into any simpler 
relation. A sign is pragmatically defined as a medium for the communication to the interpretant of a 
form embodied in the object, so as to constrain, in general, the interpreter’s behavior. For Peirce,
[…] a Sign may be defined as a Medium for the communication of a Form [...]. As a medi-
um, the Sign is essentially in a triadic relation, to its Object which determines it, and to 
its Interpretant which it determines [...]. That which is communicated from the Object 
through the Sign to the Interpretant is a Form; that is to say, it is nothing like an existent, 
but is a power, is the fact that something would happen under certain conditions. (MS 
793:1-3. See EP 2.544, n.22, for a slightly different version)1    
The object of sign communication is a form, or habit (or a ‘pattern of constraints’) embodied as a 
constraining factor of interpretative behavior – a logical ‘would be’ fact of response (see Queiroz and 
El-Hani 2004).2 The habit is something that is embodied in the object as a regularity, a ‘disposition’ 
(CP 2.170) (De Tienne 2003; Hulswit 2001). The notion of semiosis as habit, communicated from the 
object to the interpreter through the mediation of the sign, allows us to conceive meaning in a pro-
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cessual, non-substantive way, as a constraining factor of possible patterns of interpretative behavior 
(Queiroz and El-Hani 2006) (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Semiosis as a relation between three irreducibly connected terms (sign-object-interpretant, S-O-I). 
This triadic relationship communicates/conveys a form from the object to the interpretant through the sign 
(symbolized by the horizontal arrow). The other two arrows indicate that the form is conveyed from the object 
to the interpretant through a determination of the sign by the object, and a determination of the interpretant 
by the sign. 
Peirce’s habit entails a disposition to act in certain ways under certain circumstances, especially 
when the carrier of the habit is stimulated, animated, or guided by certain motives (CP 5.480).
… all things have a tendency to take habits. For atoms and their parts, molecules and 
groups of molecules, and in short every conceivable real object, there is a greater prob-
ability of acting as on a former like occasion than otherwise. This tendency itself con-
stitutes a regularity, and is continually on the increase. In looking back into the past we 
are looking toward periods when it was a less and less decided tendency. But its own 
essential nature is to grow. It is a generalizing tendency; it causes actions in the future to 
follow some generalization of past actions; and this tendency is itself something capa-
ble of similar generalizations; and thus, it is self-generative. (CP1.409, circa 1890, from 
‘A guess at the riddle’, reprinted in EP1: 277)
A Habit involves a general ‘would be’ relation, which is not reducible to any number of its instances:
…by a Habit I shall mean a character of anything, say of B, this character consisting in the fact 
that under circumstances of a certain kind, say A, B would tend to be such as is signified by 
a determinate predicate, say C. (MS [R] 681:22)
…no agglomeration of actual happenings can ever completely fill up the meaning of a 
‘would-be’. (EP 2:402; CP 5.467)
…no collection whatever of single acts, though it were ever so many grades greater than 
a simple endless series, can constitute a would-be, nor can the knowledge of single acts, 
whatever their multitude, tell us for sure of a would-be. (1910 | Note (Notes on Art. III) [R] 
| CP 2.667)
Intersemiotic translation can be described as a fundamentally triadic phenomenon of commu-
nication of habits. As the intersemiotic translation is a semiotic process by definition, and semiosis is 
understood as a relation in which Sign, its Object and its Interpretant are its main constitutive ele-
ments that cannot be reduced any further, we can determine specific situations in which this relation 
can take place in different configurations. Aguiar and Queiroz (2010) propose two different models 
of intersemiotic translation based on the triadic relation between S-O-I.3 In the first model: ‘the sign 
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is the semiotic source (translated work). The object of the translated sign is the object of the semiot-
ic-source, and the interpretant (produced effect) is the translator sign (semiotic target)’ (see Figure 2): 
Figure 2.   Triadic relation in which the sign is the translated work, the object of the sign is the object of the 
work, and the interpretant is the translator sign.
In the second model, ‘the sign is the semiotic target. The object of the sign is the translated work, 
and the interpretant is the effect produced on the interpreter (interpretant)’. (Aguiar and Queiroz 
2010) (Figure 3):
Figure 3.   Triadic relation in which the sign is the target, the object of the sign is the translated work, and the 
interpretant is the effect produced on the interpreter. 
A triadic model of IT brings about some interesting consequences. First, as ‘sign’, ‘object’ and 
‘interpretant’ are functional roles of a triadic relation, anything that can be in such a relation can 
participate in the translation. Thus, in an IT, sign and object can be artworks, series of artworks, pro-
cedures, properties, or even semiotic phenomena from other fields such as scientific models; similarly, 
the interpreter can be an individual mind, but also a group of people (e.g. art historians), and many 
others. Second, as the three entities of the sign action cannot be dissociated, an IT will be considered 
as such depending on the interpreter and his/her context (such as in interpretative conventions). 
Third, as meaning is a relational property and not something ‘fixed’ or ‘inherent’ in a sign, that which 
is intersemiotically translated is not ‘meaning’ in the sense of a conveyed ‘message’, but a habit which 
can lead to the emergence of other potentially infinite meaning relations (though not any meaning 
relation, because of the regular nature of the habit itself).
Here we will explore the second model to describe a transformational IT (Figure 3, above), where 
the interpreter is the conceptual space of modern literature.
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Intersemiotic Translation and Creativity
Although IT can be considered a widely spread artistic practice nowadays, as far as we know, it 
has not been theoretically framed as a creative phenomenon. ‘Creative’ and ‘creativity’ are terms of 
ordinary discourse that are used in unsystematic and inconsistent ways – ‘It is plain, nevertheless, 
from the wealth of academic writing on creativity that there is a widespread belief, or perhaps hy-
pothesis, amongst philosophers, psychologists, and others that such a concept can be defined’ (Rit-
chie 2005). We will base the development of our argument on Margaret Boden’s ideas on creativity. 
She defines creativity as:
the ability to come up with ideas or artefacts that are new, surprising, and valuable. ‘Ideas’, 
here, include concepts, poems, musical compositions, scientific theories, cooking recipes, 
choreography, jokes…and so on, and on. ‘Artefacts’ include paintings, sculpture, steam en-
gines, vacuum cleaners, pottery, origami, penny whistles…and you can name many more. 
(Boden 2010: 29)
According to her approach, there are three categories of creativity: combinatorial, explora-
tory, and transformational (Boden 2010).4 The first type is related to new things that arise within 
a combinatorial process of familiar ideas or artefacts. The second consists in the exploration 
of particular conceptual spaces, such as concrete poetry, constructivist painting, postmodern 
dance, and so on. And the third type of creativity ‘involves some transformation of one or more 
of the (relatively fundamental) dimensions defining the conceptual space concerned’ (Boden 
2010: 29). The transformation of conceptual spaces occurs through an otherwise impossible 
idea that ‘can come about only if the creator changes the pre-existing style in some way, [...] so 
that thoughts are now possible which previously (within the untransformed space) were literally 
inconceivable’ (Boden 2010: 34). 
Applying Boden’s terminology, IT is a semiotic relation, as modeled in the section above, between 
different conceptual spaces: from cubist literature to contemporary dance, from surrealist painting to 
automatic writing, from dodecaphonic music to abstractionist painting, and so on. Some IT cases can 
be considered transformational creativity phenomena. By translating from different conceptual spac-
es they create something new, surprising and valuable in their own conceptual space, transforming it 
and creating new possibilities to be explored.5  
Transformational Creative Intersemiotic Translation: Gertrude Stein
Here we are interested in IT as a way to transform the target conceptual space by translat-
ing aspects, properties, or methods from another (source) conceptual space. One good example, 
mentioned before, is Gertrude Stein’s IT from cubism in painting to literature. Stein (1874–1946) is 
among the most radical of the early twentieth-century literary Modernists. Her work was influenced 
by William James, her teacher at Harvard Annex, who directed her literary experiments toward ques-
tions about personality, consciousness, and perception of time (Levinson 1941; Dubnik 1984; Hoff-
man 1965). Intersemiotically, her writing translated the compositional techniques developed by Paul 
Cézanne and Pablo Picasso, creating a proto-cubist conceptual space in literature (see Hilder 2005; 
Fitz 1973; Perloff 1979). 
The results of Stein’s transformational IT are new, surprising, and valuable. Respectively, they 
inaugurate new habits in the conceptual space of Modernist literature; force the reader to drop con-
ventional ideas about the previously established conceptual space; and converted Stein to be widely 
considered one of the most influential writers of the twentieth century.
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Novelty in Stein’s transformational IT is related to the translation of the perspective flatness of 
Cézanne’s paintings to experimental texts such as Three Lives, The Making of Americans, and in the 
subsequent portraits, such as Picasso (1909), Orta or One Dancing (1912) or A Valentine to Sherwood 
Anderson (1922) (see Abreu, 2008: 40; Hilder, 2005: 73). In Cézanne’s work, perspective flatness rup-
tures the visual hierarchy that had structured pictorial composition since the Renaissance. In Stein’s 
IT, perspective flatness is translated as no difference in relative importance of different parts of the 
text, as observed in the absence of climax (Weinstein 1970). This translation also affects syntax (and, 
at the same time, results from Stein’s syntactical experiments), since all words are considered equally 
relevant irrespective of their structural functions. Weinstein (1970: 37) notes that ‘[…] not only will 
people and objects have the same importance, but all time passages will be of equal importance’.
Surprise in Stein’s transformational IT is related to the translation of Cézanne’s meta-painting: 
critique and questioning of the conceptual space of painting through the painting itself, forcing the 
viewer to drop conventional ideas about what a painting is. Similarly, Stein’s The Making of American’s 
‘[…] is a meta-novel that makes us question not only the shape of the novel form itself but the nature 
of the medium, the linguistic ‘paint’ that the writer applies to create a world’ (Weinstein 1970: 45).
Many authors attest the value of Stein’s works; they consider her one of the most important writers 
of Modernist literature (Retallack 2008; Gass 1995). Stein’s transformational IT has clearly influenced the 
work of different writers such as Ernest Hemingway (Nath and Matthes 2005) and Richard Wright (Weiss 
1998). However, her work was not well received in its time (see Franken 2000). She had bad answers from 
editors and negative reception from readers and critics, which is arguably due to the transformational 
character of her work causing difficulty in its reception inside the conceptual space yet to be transformed.
But why is Gertrude Stein’s work an example of transformational IT? Stein’s works (sign) have cre-
ated new possibilities in writing (interpretant) because of the communication of habits from cubist 
and proto-cubist painting (object) (see Figure 4).
Figure 4.    Gertrude Stein transformational IT from Cézanne and Picasso. A habit is communicated from 
proto-cubist and cubist painting, mediated by Stein’s work, to the interpretant, which is a transformation of 
the conceptual space of literature.
We exemplify below with a written portrait by Stein named Picasso (1912) and a painting by 
Picasso called Ma Jolie (1911-1912) (see Figure 5).
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Fragment from Picasso
One whom some were certainly following was one who was completely charming. One whom 
some were certainly following was one who was charming. One whom some were following was one 
who was completely charming. One whom some were following was one who was certainly com-
pletely charming.
Some were certainly following and were certain that the one they were then following was one 
working and was one bringing out of himself then something. Some were certainly following and 
were certain that the one they were then following was one bringing out of himself then something 
that was coming to be a heavy thing, a solid thing and a complete thing.
One whom some were certainly following was one working and certainly was one bringing some-
thing out of himself then and was one who had been all his living had been one having something 
coming out of him.
Something had been coming out of him, certainly it had been coming out of him, certainly it was 
something, certainly it had been coming out of him and it had meaning, a charming meaning, a solid 
meaning, a struggling meaning, a clear meaning (Stein 1974 [1912]: 213).
Figure 5.    Ma Jolie by Pablo Picasso (1911-12).
In Picasso and in Ma Jolie the vocabulary is extremely restricted. The painting presents the brown and 
gray hues characteristic in Picasso and Braque’s analytic phase, with slight variations. Stein uses a reduced 
number of vocables, repeated in different positions, unusually arranged, suggesting the multiple perspec-
tives of Picasso. In Ma Jolie the composition is based on the superposition and interpenetration of diverse 
cubic rectilinear semi-transparent planes, producing a multiperspective geometry of the object.
It is also notable that the metonymic procedure is dominant (see Heldrich 1997; Scobie 1997, 
1988). The portraits are constructed through extractions or fragments juxtaposed by contiguity. In 
Picasso, there are affirmative sentences of an observed situation, juxtaposed, in a translation of Pi-
casso’s procedure.6 
Abreu (2008: 76) indicates another common element between Stein’s writing and Picasso’s 
painting: ‘Both wanted to preserve each individual moment of perception in the present before 
those moments were systematized, by the intellectual knowledge of reality, in a concept of the object 
as it is “known”’ (Abreu 2008: 76). In this way, according to Abreu, the influence by Cézanne over both 
of them is visible through the common interest in the perception process of the time.
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Conclusion
We have described IT as an irreducible triadic relation between conceptual spaces through habits 
and change of habits. In our example, Gertrude Stein’s cubist prose may be defined as a medium for 
the communication of a regular pattern of sign-action (habit) found in Cézanne and Picasso’s paint-
ings. As a medium, Stein’s prose is essentially in a triadic relation, to Cézanne and Picasso’s paintings, 
which determine it, and to some effects on the conceptual space, which it transforms. That which is 
communicated from Cézanne and Picasso’s paintings through Stein’s prose to the conceptual space 
is a regular pattern of semiotic action.
Among the advantages of our approach, we mention: criteria to define a type of creative IT 
(transformational creativity) in the domain of Translation Studies, associating Boden’s framework to 
describe a cognitive creative phenomenon with a philosophically robust theory of meaning, resulting 
in a cognitive semiotic account of IT. While Boden’s approach is more concerned with the description 
of the effects of transformational creativity, our association suggests a possible semiotic operation to 
achieve such effects.
Our IT model offers a protocol to identify the relational dynamic between the creation of new 
artworks and artistic paradigms and their probable sources. Regarding the source of the IT (object), 
our model provides a criterion to identify which properties and concepts are relevant in an account 
of a conceptual space (e.g., the habits translated by Stein reveal relevant properties in proto-cubist 
and cubist painting). Regarding the target source of the IT (sign), our model helps to explain how the 
conceptual space is transformed.
Additionally, this perspective suggests a general model of the history of new artworks and ar-
tistic movements as IT processes. According to this model, art evolution should be understood as 
a translationally organized semiotic process. S, O and I become historical functional roles of the 
communication and transformation of habits. The inner relations and constraints between the three 
irreducible terms substitute the notions of ‘influence’ and ‘inspiration’ between artists, artworks and 
artistic movements. Further investigations are needed to explore this suggestion. 
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NOTES
1 We shall follow the practice of citing from the Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce (1931−1935, 
1958) by volume number and paragraph number, preceded by ‘CP’; the Essential Peirce by volume 
number and page number, preceded by ‘EP’. References to the microfilm edition of Peirce’s papers 
(Harvard University) will be indicated by ‘MS’, followed by the manuscript number.
2 For further discussion on how sign, object and interpretant are causally related in semiosis, see Atkin 
(2015).
3 The reader should be aware that this model is a simplification of a complex multi-hierarchical pro-
cess involving several layers of description. Thus, its aim here is to highlight some relevant properties 
to explain a complex phenomenon.
4 Boden also acknowledges the possibility of psychological creativity and historical creativity. The first 
is related to the processes involving an individual kind of creativity; the second involves the creation 
of something new in human history. We are interested here in the historical one. 
5 It is not trivial to explain what is new and what is valuable. Their evaluation depends on negotiation 
by social groups (Boden 1999: 351). 
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6 In ‘Portraits and Repetition’ (Stein 1974: 115), Stein describes how her portraits result from a ‘direct 
observation’, not mediated by the memory or the object. 
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